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Inclusive proton production cross sections in„d,xp… reactions induced by 100 MeV deuterons
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~Received 24 June 2000; published 20 December 2000!

Energy spectra and angular distributions of protons emitted from the inclusive (d,xp) reaction on9Be, 12C,
27Al, 58Ni, 93Nb, 181Ta, 208Pb, and238U were measured at an incident deuteron energy of 100 MeV. The
protons were detected at laboratory scattering angles of 6° to 120° and 8° to 120° for the targets with 9
<A<27 andA>58, respectively. Two triple-element and three double-element detector telescopes allowed for
a low energy detection threshold of 4 to 8 MeV. The experimental results are presented in double-differential
as well as angle- and energy-integrated cross sections. For all the nuclei studied, the energy spectra at forward
angles show pronounced deuteron breakup peaks centered around approximately half of the incident deuteron
energy. Qualitatively the energy spectra are similar for all nuclei at a given angle except in the region of the
low-energy evaporation peak. As a function of target mass the evaporation cross sections are found to increase
up to A558 after which they decrease again. The total preequilibrium proton cross section is roughly (280
660)A1/3 mb. The angular distributions at the high emission energies are strongly forward peaked while the
distributions of the low-energy protons are almost isotropic. TheLAHET code system~LCS! was applied to
calculate the proton production cross sections. Standard LCS calculations are found to underpredict the ex-
perimental cross sections at the very forward angles on the heavy target nuclei (A*58). By adding incoher-
ently the Coulomb breakup cross section of the deuteron to the LCS calculations the experimental cross
sections are reproduced to within 10%. Although preequilibrium processes are a necessary ingredient in the
LCS calculations of the large-angle cross sections, this code still fails to predict the experimental evaporation
distributions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.63.014610 PACS number~s!: 24.10.2i, 25.10.1s, 25.60.Dz
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I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing demand for powerful neutron sources
leading to a renewed interest in neutron production reactio
One of the most studied reactions in this regard is the s
lation reaction whereby an energetic particle striking a he
target nucleus causes the emission of tens of neutrons. H
ever, the most efficient way of converting the initial bea
energy into neutron production, still remains one of the c
cial problems in the efficient operation of accelerator driv
systems~ADS!, e.g., in subcritical hybrid systems@1#.

So far only proton-induced reactions at medium energ
~0.8–1.6 GeV! on heavy targets were considered in ADS’s
provide intense neutron spallation sources@2–4#. Conse-
quently, both theoretical models and experimental data h
been further extended mainly for proton-induced reactio
The theoretical model most often employed to describe th
reactions is the intranuclear cascade~INC! model @5–7#,
which is in fact a combination of several other models, ea
corresponding to a specific stage in the time evolution of
reaction. Roughly, these processes can be viewed as pro
ing in two stages@8#: ~a! in the first ~fast! stage the inciden
particle loses part of its energy by individual nucleo
nucleon collisions;~b! in the second~slow! stage target ex-
citation energy is released by evaporation.

*Present address: CEA Saclay, F-91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Ce
France.
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However, the use of other projectiles such as deuteron
produce fast neutrons has been studied since the 1940’s@9#.
This alternative process to proton-induced neutron prod
tion is certainly regarded to be competitive, if not even mo
efficient as reported in Ref.@10#. Recently, a brief survey o
nucleon production calculations for deuteron induced re
tions in the 100–1200 MeV range was presented@10,11#.
These authors have shown that a characteristic narrow p
in the energy distribution for large nucleon emission en
gies, seen clearly at forward angles and for heavy metal
gets, is not properly reproduced by the conventional co
@12,13# employed in the simulations of the ADS@14,15#. It
was suggested that in the deuteron-induced reaction, the
herent Coulomb dissociation of the incident deuteron w
not taken into account properly, and that this process
hances the high energy nucleon yield at very forward ang
@11#. By adding incoherently the Coulomb dissociation cro
section@16# to that calculated using the standard INC ro
tines @12#, excellent agreement with the absolute values
the available data was obtained over the entire energy re
of the emitted nucleons@11#. To confirm these predictions
and to clarify under which conditions the Coulomb dissoc
tion process is important for calculations of the total nucle
production, good quality forward angle data are requir
The Coulomb dissociation cross section increases with
crease in energy, therefore its relative contribution to
total nucleon production increases Ref.@11#. The lack of
such experimental data at the low incident deuteron ener
in the study of Ref.@11# prompted the present measureme

x,
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D. RIDIKAS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 014610
at an incident deuteron energy of 100 MeV and at emiss
angles as far forward as experimentally possible.

Although the main interest for ADS is related to neutr
production and neutron applications, we believe that (d,xp)
reactions are as useful as (d,xn) reactions in order to inves
tigate the deuteron breakup mechanism. Experimentally,
breakup protons are much easier to measure than the bre
neutrons.

In this work, we have measured complete proton ene
spectra for 100 MeV deuterons on eight different target
clei ranging fromA59 to A5238. Our main objectives with
these measurements are the following.

~1! To extend already existing data on proton product
with deuterons~see, e.g., Ref.@17#! to more forward scatter
ing angles and to lighter target nuclei.

~2! To investigate the proton production yield as a fun
tion of target mass and the way in which the reaction cr
section is distributed over the relevant reaction channels

~3! To check if the Coulomb dissociation term@11,16# for
the direct breakup of the deuteron is taken into account p
erly in theLAHET code system~LCS! @12# when applied at a
lower incident energy.

~4! To test the validity of the LCS@12# for proton produc-
tion from deuteron induced reactions at an incident energ
100 MeV, where the basic assumption~independent particle
model! of the INC breaks down.

~5! To provide guidance for further theoretical develo
ment.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we descr
the experimental method. Section III outlines the data tak
and data analysis. Section IV presents the experimenta
sults and discussion. In Sec. V the experimental data
compared with LCS model calculations. The results and th
interpretations are summarized in Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The experiment was performed at the cyclotron facility
the National Accelerator Center~South Africa! @18#. A de-
tailed layout of the facility can be found in Ref.@19#. The 1.5
m diameter scattering chamber equipped with two rotata
arms was used for this experiment. The deuteron beam
focussed to a spot of 2 mm32 mm on the target situated a
the center of the chamber. The energy of the beam
99.661.0 MeV. Beam halo, which may in principle be
severe problem at forward angles, was monitored on a re
lar basis during the measurements by comparing the c
rates from the target and from an empty target frame. T
angular offset of the beam was checked by means of s
metric measurements of elastic cross sections carried ou
selected angle on either side of the beam.

Double differential cross sections of emitted protons w
measured with 100 MeV deuterons on eight different tar
materials. The following targets were used~the number in
brackets represents the thickness in mg/cm2): 9Be(4.7),
12C(1.1), 27Al(5.5), 58Ni(1.1), 93Nb(3.0), 181Ta(3.6),
208Pb(5.7), and238U(95.0).

The detector assemblies consisted of either dou
element or triple-element telescopes, each consisting
01461
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NaI stoppingE detector and one or two Si surface barrierDE
detectors. These assemblies were mounted in the same
zontal reaction plane on the rotating arms of the scatte
chamber. An additional compact double-element telesc
was used for the measurements at very forward angles.

The double-element telescopesR1 andR2 as presented in
Fig. 1 (500 mm Si detector and 76 mm diameter3127 mm
thick NaI! were positioned at anglesu1 and u25u1110°,
respectively, while the triple-element telescopesL1 andL2
given in Fig. 1~100 and 1000mm Si detectors and 76 mm
diameter3127 mm thick NaI! were positioned at the oppo
site anglesu35360°2u1 andu45360°2u2 for symmetrical
measurements. The additional compact telescopeR3 pre-
sented in Fig. 1 (300mm Si detector and 13.5 mm squa
380 mm thick CsI! was used at the very forward angle
u55u1215°. Other details of the experimental setup can
found in Refs.@19,14#.

Solid brass passive collimators~PC!, 15 mm thick with
central 16 mm circular holes, were mounted in front of t

FIG. 1. A detailed presentation of two-element (R1, R2, and
R3) and three-element (L1 andL2) telescopes for charged partic
detection. AC stands for active collimator, while PC is for pass
collimator.
0-2
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TABLE I. Summary of the experimental results for proton production from (d,xp) reactions atEd

5100 MeV.

Low energy Coulomb Tot. integr. Evap. Preequilibr. Proton
cutoff barrier Cross section Cross section Cross section multiplic

Target ~MeV! Vc ~MeV! sp ~mb! sevap ~mb! sp-sevap ~mb! Yp5sp /sR

9Be 4 1.25 481 42 439 0.90
12C 4 1.75 610 52 558 1.01
27Al 4 3.12 1308 433 875 1.31
58Ni 4 5.52 2792 1209 1583 1.83
93Nb 4 7.12 2102 836 1266 1.04
181Ta 6 10.53 1658 159 1499 0.55
208Pb 8 11.37 1823 71 1752 0.56
238U 8 12.27 1641 62 1579 0.46
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telescopesL1, L2, R1, andR2 followed by active collima-
tor assemblies, 6 mm, thick plastic scintillators with cent
14 mm circular holes, mounted immediately after the so
brass collimators~see Fig. 1!. Consequently, solid angle
were defined by the active collimators~AC! in the case of
L1, L2, R1, andR2 telescopes, while the Si detector w
used to define the solid angle of telescopeR3. The active
collimators were used mainly to eliminate slit-scatter
events. Kapton foils with a thickness of 8mm were placed
over the front holes of the brass collimators~PC! to reduce
the flux of low-energy electrons emitted from the target
the front detectors.

Energy calibrations of the Si detectors were perform
with a 228Th a-particle source, whereas the~slightly nonlin-
ear! energy calibration of the NaI and CsI detectors we
determined from the kinematics of elastic proton-deute
scattering from a polyethelene target. Standard fast coi
dence electronics and an online data acquisition system w
used to process and store the data event-by-event on tap
subsequent offline analysis. A light-emitting diode puls
system allowed for corrections to be made for possible g
drifts in the photomultiplier tubes of the NaI detectors. Co
rections for electronic dead time were based on the s
pulsers, and computer dead time was automatically corre
by means of a ‘‘busy’’ output used as a ‘‘veto’’ signal in th
electronic equipment and the current integrator. The det
of the electronics and computer software are describe
Refs.@19,14#.

The maximum beam current that could be tolerated, in
range from 0.2 to 20 nA, was determined by the count ra
in the telescopes at the forward angles. At the very forw
angles (u<10°) even lower beam currents were require
which could not be accurately measured with the curr
integrator. In this particular case, one of the other doub
element telescopes was kept atu1515° to allow for proper
normalization by comparing count rates obtained in differ
runs.

III. DATA TAKING AND DATA ANALYSIS

The double differential proton cross sections were
tained at angles ranging from 30° to 120° in steps of 1
01461
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from 10° to 30° in steps of 5°, at 8° for all eight targets, a
at 6° for Be, C, and Al.

Particle identification was achieved in a standard way
generatingDE2DE8 andDE82E energy-loss matrices fo
each detector telescope. This technique permitted unamb
ous particle separation over an energy range from a few M
to the maximum energy which was kinematically allowe
The low-energy threshold~see Table I! is defined mainly by
the proton stopping range in the first Si detector and in
target.

The energy spectra were obtained by setting appropr
gates in the particle identification spectra. The total ene
spectra were constructed from the sum of the individual s
nals after energy calibration. Spectra measured at the
forward angles were corrected for the reaction tails produ
in the stoppingE detector and in some cases for backgrou
contributions caused by beam halo.

The largest single contribution to the experimental s
tematic error is due to the uncertainty introduced by the s
ting of the gates on the particle identification histogram
the very forward angles (u,15°). For the telescopes em
ployed only at forward angles, there was a substantial ‘‘le
age’’ of deuteron events into the proton locus, particularly
the region corresponding to the higher particle energ
Deuteron event leakage into this gate is mainly due to
inelastic scattering of deuterons with atoms inside the
crystal.

To measure the deuteron reaction tail we have separa
performed the CH2(d,pd) measurements for appropiate k
nematic coincidences at forward angles. This allowed for
clear identification of the shape of the tail and the subsequ
correction of the proton spectra at forward angles. The s
tracted reaction tail contributed up to 25% at 6° –8°, a
was less than 1% already at 15°.

Background contributions were measured from an em
target frame and were subtracted accordingly. This contri
tion to the measured spectrum was always less than 3%,
at the smallest scattering angles measured, i.e., 6° –8°.

Further uncertainties in the absolute cross sections ar
follows: ~a! The uncertainty of the thicknesses of the targ
(;4%). ~The target thicknesses were determined by wei
ing and confirmed by measuring the energy loss
0-3
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a particles from 228Th source.! ~b! Determination of the
solid angles and angular offset of the beam (;3%). This
error was obtained from the geometry parameters of the
perimental setup and cross-checked by means of the s
metric measurements carried out for each angle on ei
side of the beam line.~c! The uncertainties due to back
ground corrections (,5%!. The biggest uncertainty occurre
for the most forward angles;~d! The integrated beam curren
(,2% @19#!. Other additional uncertainties~incorrect par-
ticle identification, the electronics dead time, the target c
taminants, etc.! were small (,2%). The angle-integrated
total particle production cross section has some uncertain
due to the extrapolation, interpolation, and minimization p
cedures as discussed below (,5%).

Based on the above mentioned experimental uncertain
the absolute cross sections are estimated to be accura
within 10%, except for the lead and uranium targets. In th
two particular cases somewhat higher errors are encount
due to additional uncertainties related to the target thickn
~U! and target contamination by oxygen~Pb and U! as dis-
cussed in more detail in the following section. All correct
spectra were then summed into 2 MeV energy bins.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Double differential laboratory cross sections of t
(d,xp) reaction on Be, C, Al, Ni, Nb, Ta, Pb, and U atEd
5100 MeV are displayed in Figs. 2 and 3.1 Although the
measured cross sections all follow a similar trend, the
lowing comments need to be made.

The energy spectra in the case of12C(d,xp) ~upper-right
part of Fig. 2! clearly show some discrete peaks which a
associated with scattering off hydrogen contamination in
target. These peaks were used as suitable cross checks
energy calibration since they follow the expected kinema
of the H(d,pd) reaction.

In the case of208Pb(d,xp) ~lower-left part of Fig. 3! the
energy spectra, especially at the lower energies should
treated with caution. During the offline data analysis we d
covered that the lead target showed signs of oxygen cont
nation. This can be seen by comparing the low energy sp
tra for 181Ta(d,xp) and 208Pb(d,xp) as presented by th
right-upper part and left-lower part of Fig. 3. At higher e
ergies,Ep.16 MeV, the contribution from oxygen in th
proton yield decreases to less than 10%.

As we discovered after the measurements, the ene
spectra of 238U(d,xp) ~lower-right part of Fig. 3! are se-
verely affected by oxidization of the target. As a result, t
change in the target thickness results in uncertainties of u
;50% in the absolute cross section values.

A. Energy spectra

As shown in Figs. 2 and 3 it can be seen that the mag
tude of the high-energy portion of the proton cross secti

1Numerical values of these cross sections can be obtained
the authors upon request.
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decreases very rapidly with increasing angles, while the lo
energy regions show little variation with angle. At the hig
energy ends of the cross sections some discrete structu
seen for all targets at forward angles. These discrete pe
result from deuteron stripping reactions leading to the bou
final states of the residual nuclei. The contribution fro
these states to the total cross section, however, is ra
small.

At energies below these high-energy peaks, the cross
tions at small angles increase rapidly reaching a maximum
approximately half of the deuteron incident energy. Th
broad peak is due to the deuteron breakup process w
dominates the proton yield at forward angles. The deute
breakup yield decreases dramatically with increasing an
and the peak location shifts slightly to a lower energy. Fro
Figs. 2 and 3 it can also be seen that the breakup c
section increases with target mass.

Below the deuteron breakup region the cross sections
veal a further maximum at approximately the proton Co
lomb barrier energy for each target nucleus. This peak is
to the evaporation of protons. For heavy~Ta, Pb, U! and
light ~Be, C! nuclei the evaporation peak at forward angles
not as pronounced as in the case of intermediate mass~Al,
Ni, Nb! nuclei ~see Figs. 2 and 3!. First of all, this is due to
the fact that the Coulomb barrier attenuates the emissio
the low-energy charged particles. Secondly, another
competing processes, namely, neutron evaporation and
sion, are more favorable for heavier nuclei. The evapora
peak yield decreases and its peak energy shifts to hig
energy with increasing mass. For angles larger than 90°
spectral shapes are very similar and the magnitudes of
peak are almost indepedent of the target mass, indicating
the yield is dominated by the compound nuclear evapora
process. However, as we will discuss later, a small pree
librium component also appears to exist. From these lar
angle spectra the total evaporation cross section is estima
Both for light ~Be, C! and heavy nuclei~Ta, Pb, U!, the
evaporation process amounts to less than 10% of the
proton yield. In addition to the pronounced deuteron-break
contribution, underlying preequilibrium processes seem
dominate over the evaporation of protons for these nucle

For the medium-mass~Al, Ni, Nb! nuclei, the spectra
show pronounced evaporation peaks with significant hi
energy cross sections. In this case, the strengths of the ev
ration and the preequilibrium processes are comparable.

B. Angular distributions

Typical differential angular distributions of protons fo
various energy bins are shown in Fig. 4 for the58Ni(d,xp)
reaction. Their overall trend is smooth and is qualitative
similar for all target nuclei studied. The high-energy proto
(.20 MeV) show strong forward peaking which sugge
that direct or preequilibrium processes dominate the reac
in this region of the cross sections. The distribution of t
low-energy protons is nearly isotropic for lighter nuclei a
is slightly forward peaked for heavy nuclei.

Since the systematics of continuum angular distributio
in nucleon anda-particle induced reactions at energies up
m

0-4
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FIG. 2. Double differential cross sections of protons from 6° to 120° with 100 MeV deuterons on9Be, 12C, 27Al and from 8° to 120°
with 100 MeV deuterons on58Ni.
iz
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ith
several hundred MeV have been successfully parametr
by Kalbach-Mann~KM ! @21,22#, we find it worthwile to ex-
amine this phenomenology for deuteron induced reaction

Briefly, the parametrization of KM consists of a pa
which accounts for the direct reactions and another wh
describes the compound-nucleus process@22#. The param-
01461
ed
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h

etrization is assumed to be related to a multistep dir
~MSD! and a multistep compound~MSC! reaction mecha-
nism as the underlying physical processes. The general
pression of the KM systematics, for protons ejected w
energiesEp and scattering angleu given in the center-of-
mass system, have the following form@22#:
0-5
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FIG. 3. Double differential cross sections of protons from 8° to 120° with 100 MeV deuterons on93Nb, 181Ta, 208Pb, and238U. Note:
the energy spectra for Pb and U in particular should be treated with caution~see text for details!.
o-

ical
ite
tic

gle
ds2

dVdEp
5

1

4p

ds

dEp

h

sinh~h!
$cosh~h cosu!

1 f MSDsinh~h cosu!%. ~4.1!

The slopeh should, to first order, be a function of only a s
01461
called energy parameter, which depends on the empir
binding energy of the emitted particle in the compos
nucleus, the projectile binding energy and the total kine
energy of the ejectile. We refer the reader to Refs.@21,22# for
more precise formulation of this energy parameter. The an
integrated cross sectionds/dEp and the fractionf MSD of the
0-6
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multistep direct reaction cross section are assumed to
known either from preequilibrium model calculations
from experiment@22#.

Calculations performed with Eq.~4.1! were fitted to the
experimental points represented by the shaded circles, w
are assumed to originate largely from multistep processe
shown in Fig. 4. We found that the angular distributions
low-energy protons can be fitted without any difficulties
all angles~see dashed curves for 10 MeV and 20 MeV!.
However, as expected this phenomenological formulat
fails to give a reasonable description of proton angular d
tributions for higher emission energies (Ep.30 MeV) and
at the very forward angles (up,40°). Under these angula
and energy conditions, the direct breakup of the incid
deuteron dominates the proton production processes, w
is not taken into account in the present KM formulation@22#.
Nevertheless, the present use of the KM systematics in c
sistently describing the preequilibrium emission of the p
tons should be seen as a guideline in the understanding o
reaction mechanism in terms of multistep processes.

C. Integrated cross sections and multiplicities

In Fig. 5 the energy-integrated proton angular distribut
of the 58Ni(d,xp) reaction is presented. In order to estima
the angle-integrated cross sections in the angular regionup
5@0°,8°#, the Serber model for deuteron breakup@9# was
employed, calculations of which are also shown in Fig.
Note that a standard minimization technique was used
renormalize the theoretical curve to the existing experime
points at the most forward angles where the Serber mo
seems to work well forup,15°. In the angular regionup
5@120°,180°# a standard extrapolation-interpolation meth
was employed to obtain those integration points which
outside the experimental data~see Fig. 5!. The overall error

FIG. 4. Double differential angular distributions for variou
emission energies of protons from 100 MeV deuterons on58Ni in
the laboratory frame. The measured data, represented by dots
multiplied by the factors~indicated together with emission energie!
for purposes of display. Dashed curves are the best fits base
Kalbach-Mann formulas@22# ~see text for details!.
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of the integrated proton production cross sectionsp is
;10% for all target nuclei, except for the uranium target
we have already discussed above.

In Fig. 6 we show the dependence of the total prot
production cross sectionsp as a function of target mass. W
find thatsp reaches a maximum in the mass region arou
58Ni. The decrease insp towards the heavy-mass nuclei u
doubtedly reflects the increasing importance of neutron em
sion and fission, and because the increasing Coulomb ba
inhibits the emission of low-energy charged particles. W
find that our data are in good agreement with the meas
ments reported by Wuet al. @17# for similar targets but at

are

on

FIG. 5. Energy-integrated proton production cross sectionsp

for the 58Ni(d,xp) reaction atEd5100 MeV. Contributions from
three different angular regions are given explicitly. Experimen
data are given by the dots while the curves are extrapolation
smaller and larger angles, respectively~see text for details!.

FIG. 6. The variation of the total proton production cross sect
sp with target nuclear massA. In addition to the experimental dat
of this study ~solid circles!, the data of Wuet al. @17# ~crosses!
taken at lower deuteron energies are plotted for comparison.
dashed curve is to guide the eye. Note the log scales.
0-7
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lower incident deuteron energies as indicated in Fig. 6. Ho
ever, the present values of the total cross section shoul
more accurate due to the new data measured at more for
angles.

As we have already mentioned, for angles larger than
the energy spectral shapes and the magnitudes of the ev
ration peak are almost constant for a particular nucleus,
dicating that the proton yield at the backward angles is do
nated by the compound nuclear evaporation process. Fi
7 represents a typical energy spectrum of the back-scatt
protons. Using the Weisskopf evaporation model@23#, we fit
the data points at the evaporation peak as shown by
dashed curve. It seems that at the backward angles a sm
but non-negligible preequilibrium component also appear
exist, which we take into account by fitting the experimen
data with a simple Gaussian distribution~to simplify the nu-
merical integration! given by the dashed-dotted curve. B
adding the evaporation and preequilibrium contributions
reproduce the experimental data as shown by the solid lin
Fig. 7. The same procedure was performed over all backw
angles measured and, assuming that the angular distribu
of the evaporation spectrum is symmetric about 90°, we
tain the integrated evaporation cross sectionssevap for all
target nuclei.

Figure 8 shows the total preequilibrium proton producti
cross section, which was obtained by subtracting the eva
ration ~equilibrium! contributionsevap from the total cross
sectionsp ~neglecting the relative small contributions fro
the discrete states!. We find that the expression (sp
2sevap)/A

1/3 remains constant as a function of the targ
massA. The best fit to (sp2sevap) using anA1/3 dependence
is presented in Fig. 8 by the solid curve. The production
energetic preequilibrium protons therefore appears to be
portional to the nuclear radius, suggesting that these pro
may result mainly from peripheral collisions.

FIG. 7. A typical proton energy spectrum at a backward ang
The evaporation~dashed! and preequilibrium~dash-dotted! contri-
butions are indicated separately. Their incoherent sum is re
sented by the solid line.
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Proton (Yp) multiplicities were extracted from the exper
mental data by using the expressionYp5sp /sR . The reac-
tion cross sectionssR measured for incident deuterons o
Be, Ni, and Pb~and a number of other targets! at 97.4 MeV
were taken from Ref.@24#. Corresponding neutron multi
plicities Yn5sn /sR were obtained fromLAHET code system
model calculations which are discussed in the next sect
These multiplicities are shown in Fig. 9 for the Be, Ni, an
Pb targets. It is found that the values ofYp and Yn behave
oppositely to each other as a function of the target mass
the target mass of Ni the total proton yield is at the ma
mum, while the total neutron yield is at a minimum. This c
be explained in terms of the neutron evaporation and fiss
which become more favorable for heavier nuclei. For heav
nuclei also the Coulomb barrier attenuates the emission

.

e-

FIG. 8. The variation of preequilibrium proton cross secti
(sp2sevap) with the target nuclear massA. The solid thick line
shows theA1/3 dependence. Note the log scales.

FIG. 9. Variation of the total mean proton (Yp), neutron (Yn),
and nucleon (Yn1Yp) multiplicities with the target nuclear massA
at Ed5100 MeV. The two lines are merely guiding the eye. No
the log scales.
0-8
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low-energy charged particles. On the other hand, it has
ready been shown that thed1Be reaction is very efficient in
neutron production@10,20#. Therefore, it is not surprising
that the corresponding proton production in the case of
light nucleus is rather suppressed.

We also show in Fig. 9 that the total nucleon multiplici
Yn1Yp is not so sensitive to the nuclear mass when co
pared toYn andYp separately. This suggests that the sum
the production yield of other charged particles (d, t, 3He,
and 4He) is nearly constant as a function of target ma
perhaps slightly higher for lighter nuclear masses.

A brief summary of experimental results is presented
Table I. Coulomb barriers were obtained fromVc
51.44Z/1.5(A1/3111/3) for different targets with massA
and chargeZ. For those targets, where there were no exp
mental data available, the reaction cross sections were ca
lated from the best fit to the existing experimental data us
the empirical expressionsR5p(1.58A1/310.671Ad

1/3)2

taken from Ref.@24#. HereA andAd are target and deutero
mass numbers, respectively.

V. COMPARISON WITH THE LCS MODEL
CALCULATIONS

The present experimental results are compared to the
ical predictions within the framework of theLAHET code
system @12# @intranuclear cascade~INC! 1 evaporation
~EVAP!#. The physics involved in the models of theLAHET

code system~LCS! are discussed in detail in Ref.@12#. How-
ever, we note an important difference between the INC
EVAP underlying models: the INC calculations follow th
history of individual nucleons in a classical or semiclassi
manner leading to an equilibrated system, while the EV
calculations follow the deexcitation of the whole nucle
when it decays statistically from one excitation level to a
other. The connection between these two approaches is
rently one of the most delicate points of intermediate–t
high-energy simulations of nucleon-nucleus reactions.
general, the single particle approach of INC should be ju
fied as long as nucleons can be treated classically, i.e.
wavelengthl of the incident nucleon is smaller than th
nucleon radius. In other words,l,p/2 fm and similarlyE
.160 MeV. On the other hand, the EVAP approach sho
be valid as long as the energy of the nucleon does not ex
the separation-plus-Fermi energy by about 40 MeV, i
when the thermal equilibrium of the system is reached.
yond this point the standard evaporation is assumed. T
the transition energy between the INC and EVAP calcu
tions cannot be specified rigorously. For this reason mos
the high-energy codes, including the LCS, are still search
for a suitable extension of INC which is able to describe
entire preequilibrium part of the cross section in order to l
both the INC and EVAP energy domains.

It should be mentioned that the INC/EVAP model w
created for applications involving particle generators
which high-energy transport codes are required. Never
less, it has the advantages of energy and momentum, ch
and baryon-number conservation even in the case of resi
nuclei. Although it is questionable whether INC calculatio
01461
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are able to make accurate predictions for incident deute
energies less than or equal to 100 MeV, certain feature
the particle and isotope production can be understood
least qualitatively, in terms of a prompt nuclear cascade
lowed by particle evaporation.

For the deuteron induced reactions within the LCS
employ the ISABEL INC model@6# coupled to the multi-
stage preequilibrium exciton model~MPM! @25# followed by
the evaporation model~EVAP! @26#. Three types of LCS
calculations were performed and are labeled as follows.

~a! ‘‘INC1’’ is the ISABEL INC calculation, which takes
into account the refraction of charged particles caused
both the Coulomb potential and the nuclear optical potent
The MPM contribution is included in this calculation.

~b! ‘‘INC2’’ is the ISABEL INC calculation, for which
neither Coulomb interaction nor nuclear refraction is perm
ted. The MPM is included.

~c! ‘‘INC3’’ is a similar calculation as ‘‘INC1,’’ except
that the MPM option is suppressed.

A. Integrated proton production cross sections

The LCS model using the INC1 option was employed
perform calculations of the total proton production cross s
tions for 100 MeV deuterons on all eight targets. These
sults are compared to the experimental values as ratios,
sp(theoretical)/sp(experimental), as shown as solid curv
in Fig. 10. The agreement between the experimental and
oretical values is surprisingly good and is within 10% for
targets. It is important to note that the use of an optio
Coulomb and nuclear refraction of charged particles wit
the LCS is strongly recommended. When this refraction
omitted in the case of INC2, we obtain a systematic over
timation of the total proton production cross sections
;20%. The overestimation occurs in the angular reg
from 20° to 70° as will be discussed below.

FIG. 10. The ratiosp(theoretical)/sp(experimental) for total
proton production cross section with 100 MeV deuterons is p
sented as a function of the target mass number by the solid line.
corresponding ratios for proton production from the evaporat
process are shown separately with the circles. See also Table
0-9
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In Fig. 10 we also plot separately the ratio
sp(theoretical)/sp(experimental), presented by circles, t
proton production cross sections for the evaporation proc
Good agreement is obtained only for Ni(A558) and Pb(A
5208) nuclei. In the case of the remaining targets, the mo
calculations present large discrepancies when compare
the values extracted from the experiment. This would s
gest that the transition from the INC stage to the decay o
equilibrated compound nucleus is still treated somewhat
bitrarily within the LCS. Further theoretical work is awaite
along these lines. On the other hand, for the nuclei, suc
Be, C, Ta, Pb, and U, more than 90% of the secondary p
tons are produced through direct preequilibrium processe
shown in Table I. Therefore, despite the large discrepan
found in the prediction of the proton evaporation cross s
tion the evaluated total integrated cross sections are co
tent with the experimental data.

B. Energy spectra and angular distributions

In Fig. 11 we compare the experimental energy integra
proton production cross sections from 100 MeV deuter
on Be ~upper part! and Pb~lower part! with various LCS
predictions. It seems that the LCS calculation INC1 has
difficulties in reproducing the data over the full angular r
gion in the case of the Be(d,xp) reaction. The suppressio
of the preequilibrium model viz. INC2 has no visible effe
on such a light nucleus. However, the calculation w
nuclear refraction is strongly recommended. INC3 overp
dicts the experimental angular distribution in the region fro
20° to 70° by roughly 20%. The Coulomb breakup term
the deuteron, given as thin solid line, leaving the tar
nucleus in its ground state, does not contribute to the ang
distribution significantly.

In the case of heavy targets, e.g.,208Pb, the contribution
from the preequilibrium model is crucial in order to repr
duce the data at backward angles (up.90°). Here we com-
pare INC1 with MPM and INC2 without MPM in the lowe
part of Fig. 11. The INC3 calculation, which does not ta
the refraction into account, is not recommended at all
overpredicts the experimental angular distribution in
same region as the Be nucleus by about 25%. The backw
angles are also clearly underestimated. Finally, we note
none of the standard LCS model calculations are able
reproduce the experimental spectra for heavy nucleiA
.58) at the very forward angles (up<12°) of the emitted
protons. As has already been suggested in@11#, the Coulomb
breakup of the deuteron, which we calculate independen
is not taken into account properly in the LCS modelin
Therefore, at the very forward angles and for heavy nu
the angular distributions are underestimated by the LCS
shown in Fig. 11.

This is best illustrated in Fig. 12, where we compare
experimental and theoretical values of the double differen
proton energy spectra for the Pb(d,xp) reaction at 10°~up-
per part! and 100° ~lower part!. The measured peak atup
510° is more than three times larger than the LCS IN
calculation. The contribution of the Coulomb breakup p
cess, represented by the dashed curve, added to the
01461
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curve brings the theory, shown as a solid line, very close
the experimental data. On the other hand, the Coulo
breakup term becomes negligible at the backward angle
can be seen in the lower part of the same figure. Here
pure LCS predictions expressed by the dash-dotted hi
gram give a reasonable description of the experimental d

Similar to 208Pb ~Fig. 12!, the double differential proton
energy cross sections for the9Be(d,xp) reaction are plotted
in Fig. 13. Here the ISABEL INC1 calculation seems
reproduce the data both in the absolute value and the pos
of the breakup peak. The broader theoretical energy sp
trum of protons atup510° ~upper part! is not surprising.
Such a light nucleus as Be hardly satisfies the statistical
sumptions of the LCS physics models. The Coulom
breakup of the deuteron for light nuclei, such as Be or C
negligible both at forward and backward angles.

FIG. 11. The comparison of the experimental energy-integra
proton angular cross sections~data points! with the different LCS
model calculations~INC1, INC2, INC3! for 100 MeV deuterons on
9Be ~upper part! and 208Pb~lower part! in the laboratory frame. The
contribution from the Coulomb breakup of the deuteron~Coul.! is
plotted separately for comparison.
0-10
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Double differential proton cross sections were measu
in the bombardment of 100 MeV deuterons on Be, C, Al,
Nb, Ta, Pb, and U. The emitted protons were detected
two- and three-counter telescopes using combinations
DE8-E and DE-DE8 techniques for particle identification
The experimental cross sections are accurate to within 1
in absolute value and with a low energy cutoff of a fe
MeV.

Existing angular distributions have been extended
much more forward angles, i.e., from 20° down to 8° f
heavy nuclei and down to 6° for light nuclei, despite t
considerable increase in background contributions exp
enced in these kind of measurements. Therefore, we
clude that standard two- and three-counter telescopes, u
combinations ofDE8-E and DE-DE8 techniques, can be

FIG. 12. The comparison of the experimental proton cross s
tions ~data: points! for 100 MeV deuterons on208Pb at up510°
~upper part! andup5100° ~lower part! in the laboratory frame with
the pure LCS model calculations~dot-dashed!. The Coulomb
breakup of the deuteron~coul.! contributes only at forward angles
and is represented by dashed curve. Solid curve~total! is the sum of
LCS and Coulomb terms.
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employed for charged light particle measurements at the
tection angles as close as 6°–8° with respect to the beam
suggest that the extension of such measurements down t
very forward angles, say, 0<up<8° could be pursued by the
means of a magnetic spectrometer@27#.

The measured proton spectra from the eight target nu
show surprisingly systematic behavior and considera
similarity. The most important features observed are the
lowing.

~i! The deuteron breakup process dominates the pro
spectra at forward angles, and the breakup contribution
creases with increasing target mass.

~ii ! The high-energy continuum of emitted protons d
creases rapidly in magnitude with increasing angle. For m
dium mass nuclei, the low-energy region is dominated by
evaporation peak. A small non-negligible preequilibriu
yield is also observed at backward angles, where the en
spectra are rather constant.

~iii ! The evaporation process is comparable (;40%) to
the preequilibrium process for medium mass nuclei, wh
preequilibrium processes dominate (;90%) the emission of
protons for light and heavy nuclei.

c-
FIG. 13. Same as Fig. 12 but for 100 MeV deuterons on9Be.
0-11
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~iv! The total proton yield reaches a maximum in the m
region around58Ni. The decrease in proton yield for heavi
mass nuclei reflects the increasing importance of neu
emission and fission, as the increasing Coulomb barrier
hibits the emission of charged particles.

~v! The preequilibrium proton yield increases stead
with target mass and is roughly proportional toA1/3.

Angular distributions of protons emitted into the co
tinuum were used to also test the phenomenology
Kalbach-Mann over the angular and target-mass range o
present study. This phenomenology is able to qualitativ
reproduce the proton emission spectra except for the reg
at forward angles where the breakup of the incident deute
dominates. Although no direct information on the break
mechanism can be extracted, these systematics neverth
can provide some guidance on the qualitative contributi
of multistep direct and multistep compound processes to
reaction mechanism of preequilibrium proton emission.

The main objective of the present study was howeve
test and apply the existingLAHET code system~LCS! of the
proton production at an incident deuteron energy of 1
MeV and over a wide target mass range. The present exp
mental data are compared to theoretical predictions wi
the framework of the LCS~intranuclear cascade1 evapora-
tion!. All the integrated proton production cross sections
reproduced to within 10% for all targets examined. Howev
a few important findings, related to the energy spectra
angular distributions, are as follows.

~1! We confirm that the Coulomb breakup of the deuter
is not taken into account properly by the LCS. The LC
alone fails to reproduce the data at the very forward ang
(up,12°) in the case of heavy targets (A*58). The inclu-
sion of the missing Coulomb breakup term brings the the
very close to the experimental results without any furth
renormalization.

~2! The inclusion of the refraction of charged particl
due to both the Coulomb and nuclear potential improves
A
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theoretical angular distributions of the emitted protons in
full angular region and for all targets when compared to
data.

~3! The use of the preequilibrium model is indispensa
for the reproduction of the data at backward angles (up
.90°) both for medium and heavy mass targets.

~4! The transition from the INC stage to the decay of
equilibrated compound nucleus is still somewhat arbitr
within the application of the LCS. The LCS fails to repro
duce the evaporation contribution extracted from the exp
ment. Therefore, further improvements of the LCS phys
models are essential along these lines.

In this study standard codes commonly used in the an
ses of proton-induced reactions at medium energies~0.8–1.6
GeV! on heavy targets were implemented successfully to
tract information on the different mechanisms contributing
the measured proton cross sections in deuteron-induced
actions at an incident energy of 100 MeV. With regard to t
part of the cross sections dominated by the breakup of
incident deuteron, this study emphasizes the importanc
including the Coulomb breakup term of the deuteron in
present calculations. Hence, the present results are ab
assist in the theoretical application of the model to descr
and predict proton production in deuteron-induced reacti
at an incident energy as low as 100 MeV. These res
should provide useful guidelines for similar studies of diffe
ential neutron and proton production cross sections als
higher deuteron energies.
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